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Even when playing his most candidly evasive self—having famously responded to eminent critic 
Alice Guillermo that he “prefers commas to periods”, Roberto Chabet Rodriquez understandably 
stays mum about being one of the early key people behind Imelda Marcos's national project of 
perpetuating the true, the good, and the beautiful.  What cannot be denied is that he jumped that 
ship early enough to more squarely cast himself in the role of lone wolf professor at the 
University of the Philippines College of Fine Arts up through his retirement years, this after a 
very brief teaching stint at the University of Santo Tomas College of Fine Arts and Architecture. 
 
There were other non-formal school sites at which he held court—off hours at the Fine Arts 
“dirty room”, pre-exhibit consults, literal and figurative hang-times, openings, a short-run series 
of workshop type classes via the now defunct Future Prospects, his barrage of posts in Multiply 
and FB, and even the weekly extended lunches he continues to host in his home to date.  That 
teaching stays at the core of his preoccupations also surfaces in works such as Sudden School and 
his How to Paint an Apple series.  Some three decades back, a young Pablo Biglang-Awa had 
gotten wind of Chabet too via the latter's short stint at the Philippine High School for the Arts in 
Makiling.  Like quite a few artists who do not automatically register as being in Chabet’s inner 
circle, Biglang-Awa always still regarded him as a mentor even if he had never officially enrolled 
in a class Chabet had taught.  In a very real sense, these dually psychic and affective ties between 
a youngster coming up in the artworld and an elderly pacesetter illustrate the irony of how 
Chabet continues to hold sway among his former pupils and those who have come to know of 
him mostly through distantiated lore. 
  
While seen by ‘kin’ as espousing an ‘inclusive conceptualism’, on the ground experience has 
proven otherwise for not a few of those who studied (in some cases failed) under him—his 
linguistic forthrightness echoing in their heads years and years past and hitting them hard at their 
most vulnerable moments.  And yet stripped of the razor sharp admonishing language apparently 
reserved for those he actually cared to mentor, there is a notion of art production that Chabet 
seemed to have triumphantly argued for all through this time—that of an overt liberation from 
craft and technique in his privileging of mental acuity.  That this imagined polarity of the 
technical and the mental does not hold water has been demonstrated by Chabet himself during 
very noticeable points in his curatorial practice which reveal his capacity to kindle favour with 
both the technically deft and conceptually astute, but this is not the time and place to argue this 
belaboredly.  Suffice it to say for the moment that his abrupt but nonetheless significant 
encounter with undeniable technicians of pigment such as Alfredo Esquillo and his continuing 
engagement with artists such as Nona Garcia and Annie Cabigting confirm this.   
 
What Biglang-Awa attempts to accomplish in this present project is to translate this penchant for 
diminishing the specificity of authorly bravura in a series of tongue-in-cheek videos serving up 
D-I-Y Chabets.  The backhanded humour should register readily enough—an artist caricaturing 
the pomposity granted his/her profession as it comes anchored on uniqueness.  Indeed if 
production is reduced to a step-by-step, connect the dots sort of non-labour, the begging question 
is:  if artists are no longer special then, what is all this fuss about?  



   
Yet in giving itself over to nostalgia, this archiving gesture undeniably serves a plethora of 
productive purposes, not the least of which is the opportunity to re-examine the past and its 
naturalized premises about art but perhaps more importantly, that young artists could be 
disabused of thinking they have invented what has actually gone long before.   
 
DIY Chabet and Tabo are exhibitions running from November 10, 2011 through April 14, 2012 at the Lopez 
Memorial Museum. 


